
ACT ONE

Spring, 1960.

Andrei Kolev (10) squints as the morning sun splashes across his face, waking him up.
As the typical morning in this Sofia, Bulgaria household unfolds, we follow Andrei,
desperate for attention and love from his older brother Sava (22), whom he considers a
God. But Sava is already focused on the day ahead.

Andrei makes his way to grammar school, where his innocence makes him an easy target
for bullies.

Sava is at the top of his class, bored during his lesson and far more interested in flirting
with the girls. But held up after class by agents of the Bulgarian Secret Service, the
Drzhavna Sigurnost (DS), they compare his schoolwork with papers stolen from a teacher
training course. Sava confesses that he has been cheating for over a year. Yet the tense
episode has a silver lining – Sava is “invited” to work for the DS Department of
Disinformation. His primary goals: to use the press in order “to disrupt covert operations
in the West and to influence public opinion across the globe that the US is the major
cause of international conflict.”

1968.

Andrei (now 18) is conscripted into the Bulgarian Army. Though he yearns for a peaceful
assignment in engineering or maintenance, he is made a soldier. Emilye, his fiancé, gives
him courage. She’s proud of his virtuous, dissenting heart, although they, like everyone
else under this oppressive regime, must keep their opinions to themselves.

Meanwhile, Sava (now 30) – an unmarried playboy – has no time for family. Addicted to
his work, he enjoys his job with the DS cooking up such plots as “Operation Goldmine”:
On the outskirts of Sofia, a train derails and breaks into a building, unearthing a room
used by SS officers in the waning hours of WW2. The press lays their hands on documents
detailing several Nazi operations and exposing Nazi collaborators both in Bulgaria and
in the West. What the press doesn’t know, however, is that the documents are complete
fakes, composed by Sava and his team to take down local enemies and disrupt spy
operations abroad.

August 19th, 1968.

Both Andrei and Sava find themselves heading to Czechoslovakia. The Soviets have
ordered Warsaw Pact troops – including the Bulgarian Army – into position along the
border. If the Czechs do not stop their anti-socialist reforms, the troops will take the
country and crush the revolution. While Andrei is going as a foot soldier, reluctant to
participate in this “criminal act”, Sava is going as a willing member of the Bulgarian
press corps to sanitize the field reports.
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During a brutal crackdown of a protest in Prague, resulting in the death of a young
student by Andrei’s captain, Andrei lays down his arms and refuses to follow orders.
Condemned and beaten by his fellow soldiers, he is shipped back to Sofia to serve a
prison sentence.

The DS removes Sava from his assignment and interrogates him, suspicious that
bourgeois sympathies run in the family. According to their version (which Sava doesn’t
believe for a second), Andrei had attacked his fellow soldiers and murdered an innocent
student to demonstrate the “Soviet murder of a free nation.” Fearing for his life, Sava
defects to the West, slipping across the Iron Curtain in Germany.

Back in a harsh Bulgarian prison, Andrei is informed that his brother has committed an
act of treason. He has fled to the West like a coward, leaving his family behind. As a
consequence, their parents will be “dealt with” and Andrei’s prison sentence will be
lengthened. To punctuate their message, they give Andrei the beating of his life.

September 11th, 1978.

After serving six harsh years in prison, Andrei (now 28) has been sentenced to work the
coal mines in the village of Bobov Dol. The 14-hour shifts are brutal, seemingly beyond
the capacity of human endurance.

On the other side of the ocean, Sava (now 40) and his young French wife and research
assistant Jacalyn are living well in a large house in San Francisco. Featured on the
morning TV news, images from Jonestown – the communal paradise, people working the
fields, laughing at work. Author Paul Prescott Daniels holds a press conference, stating
that there is a massive conspiracy against Jonestown organized by the CIA, the FBI, and
even the US Postal Service. Sava is highly amused by Daniels’ claim while a courier
delivers dozens of US daily newspapers and magazines. As per their routine, Jacalyn
organizes clippings on specific stories while Sava leaves for work.

A small sound studio in San Francisco. Passing a suspicious man with an umbrella in the
parking lot, Sava enters the facility and sits down to host his local radio show. Free to
criticize the Communist regime and poke fun at the DS (including a bitter “birthday
wish” today for the Bulgarian president), Sava is a darling of his listening audience. After
slamming Paul Prescott Daniels – who he contends is being paid by the KGB – Sava
announces his 6-part lecture series on media reform at the Berkeley campus.

Back in the DS war room in Sofia, Marko Marin (35) and his team of Bulgarian agents
listen to a recording of the broadcast. Deeply angered by Sava’s critique of the DS,
Marko perks up his ears as a subordinate arrives with some important news – Georgi
Markov is dead. Marko and the team rejoice.

Andrei comes home to his tiny, dismal apartment where he is greeted by Emilye (now his
wife) and their dog Kofa. With a hot bath and a cold beer waiting, Emilye massages
Andrei and refuses to let him forget his courage and strength. And she will never let him
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apologize for the hard life bestowed upon them by the regime. Despite 14-hour workdays
in the worst of conditions, Andrei knows it’s worth it to return to this.

When Sava arrives home from work, Jacalyn rushes him inside in a panic – Sava’s
London contact called with news that fellow Bulgarian dissidents living in Western
Europe have found themselves assassination targets. Sava calls the London contact.
“Sava, listen. Markov is dead. There was an attempt on Kostov. I’ve tried to contact
Rakovsky, but no luck.” The scene plays out in a swath of images as the contact retraces
the steps: “Four days ago, Markov arrives to the BBC for work. He’s bothered by a small
red dot on his leg and recalls an incident only an hour before, which he mentions to a
colleague. Crossing the Waterloo Bridge and waiting at a bus stop, he had felt a pain in
his leg. A man carrying an umbrella apologized in a foreign accent. After work, Markov
develops a high fever and is admitted to hospital. Despite every effort to save him, he
died this morning at 8am. And on the Bulgarian president’s birthday, nicely done.”
Sava’s blood runs cold. “And Kostov?” “Ten days ago in Paris.” Again, the scene plays
out in a swath of images: “The Parmentier underground station, Kostov is awaiting the
metro. He distinctly remembers feeling a sting in his back. He develops a high fever that
night and is admitted to hospital. He survives. Relating the metro incident to the doctors,
and eventually investigators, a microscopic pellet is recovered from his back. Of two
holes to issue poison, one had been damaged, thus sparing his life. The pellet tested
positive for ricin.” “This has been going on for weeks? Why haven’t I heard about it?!”
“I’ve just learned this morning. Sava, don’t report to work. Stay in the house and keep
your eyes open.” Sava hangs up the phone. Then, in a rush of anger, he throws it to the
floor.

In Bobov Dol, Andrei is curious about Emilye’s mysterious joyfulness. Emerging from
the bath, relaxed, and joining her in the kitchen, they sit down to dine. But before he
takes a bite, she shares the news – she’s pregnant. They’ve been waiting for this for a
long time. Joyous, Andrei sweeps her up in his arms.

November 25th, 1978.

Marko’s men inform him that Sava is now traveling with a security team and is more
outspoken than ever, playing a tape of the recent broadcast of Sava’s show. To Marko’s
horror, Sava goes into great detail on DS involvement with the Markov assassination –
including mention of the poison pellet. Marko is furious. Drastic measures must be taken
to silence him. But how? He’s impossible to get to discreetly.

With his small security team, Sava returns home only to be chastised by Jacalyn. He’s in
great danger and he’s only sticking his neck out further by taunting and provoking the
DS. Tensions in the marriage rise as Sava heatedly argues the opposite. Neither Markov
or Kostov bothered with bodyguards, getting agents into the US is much more difficult
than getting them into Western Europe, and by being bigger and louder, Sava is catching
the eye of the public. The DS struggles to keep their activities secret – the last thing
they’ll want to do is risk a public assassination and make such a big wave. Jacalyn can’t
agree – why risk his life more when it’s just not necessary? But for Sava, it’s also a
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matter of pride – “I will not let them intimidate me.” He gestures to their large house,
filled with luxuries. “Tell me you’re prepared to give up all this and live like quiet little
mice!” “Sava, this isn’t about money. It’s not about fame.” Frustrated, Sava takes refuge
in his study and turns his mind to his upcoming lecture series. Jacalyn refuses to help him
until he comes to his senses.

In the DS office, Marko studies several profiles, though we do not see their contents.
Finding one of immense interest, he gives it heavy consideration. Later, Marko proudly
describes his plan to his superiors. Though we aren’t privy to all of the details, we
understand that unlike the assassins in London and Paris, Sava’s killer will be able to get
much closer. The superiors are skeptical, but give Marko permission to proceed.

Back in Bobov Dol, Andrei finishes his day in the coal mines. He emerges from the shaft,
disappointed to find that the sun has already set.

Arriving home, Andrei is shocked to find four men in his apartment and Emilye subdued
at the kitchen table. He leaps to defend her, but Marko and three bulky DS agents force
him to sit. Coming on firm but friendly, even sympathetic, Marko gives him a choice.
Agree to be smuggled to the US and eliminate his brother Sava in service to his country,
or the DS will kill him and Emilye both. Succeed with the assassination and the DS will
reward them greatly. He and Emilye will be relocated to a villa along the Black Sea and
have a generous monthly stipend to afford them any luxury.

ACT TWO

Emilye packs their belongings while Marko “reintroduces” Andrei to his estranged
brother. Besides a few obvious exaggerations, Marko is somewhat accurate in his attempt
to paint Sava as the devil. Sava fled, leaving his family behind and making conditions
worse for them, and now he makes millions “preaching US propaganda.”

Wheeler Hall on the Berkeley campus, part 1 of Sava’s lecture series. His guards keep a
close eye on the crowd while Sava confirms a few details of the coming presentation with
a student aid. Sava then greets the crowd with charm, relating his work with the DS
Disinformation Department as cause for readers and journalists to keep their eyes peeled
and think for themselves. Addressing the Markov assassination right out of the gates, he
earns ecstatic applause as he warns his “Bulgarian brothers” against any further attempts
to silence him. “They have fanned the flame, and the flame has grown bigger.”

Andrei and Emilye finally have a moment alone while packing. Andrei points out to
Emilye that the DS will never honor their bargain. If he carries out the assassination, not
only will he be expendable, he’ll be a great security risk. Mostly likely, Andrei will be
eliminated, too. Nevertheless, Emilye encourages him to go along with it until they can
figure a way out of this. They simply have no choice.

Providing commentary to a video presentation, Sava takes his audience deep into the
horrors of Jonestown: The members of the Jonestown commune ecstatic, joyous before
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the façade begins to crumble. Leader Jim Jones growing bitter, Congressman Ryan
attacked with a knife. Ryan and others gunned down on the airstrip, survivors fleeing into
the dense jungle. Back at the Jonestown commune, the vat of Flavor-Aid surrounded by
cyanide bottles and syringes. Hundreds of bodies lying face down in the dirt, in a
haunting orderly fashion. But sensationalist language in the media creates “immediate
distance between the events and our understanding of them.”

A spacious hotel in Sofia, a luxury unlike Andrei and Emilye have ever known. The
agents welcome them in, polite and civil. Even behind closed doors, the couple appears to
accept the situation and cooperate. But both Andrei and Emilye are clever, knowing the
room is bugged. As soon as they’re alone, while being “impressed” by the facilities –
such as the water pressure in the kitchen sink – they exchange a whispered pact to find a
way out of this.

From their war room down the hall, Marko and his team listen to Andrei and Emilye’s
recorded suite.

For the benefit of the unseen microphones, Emilye expresses her fears but shows her
support as she pours two shots of vodka. She brings them to the table where Andrei sits in
contemplation, calculating, holding strong. Emilye caresses him, encourages him to take
the shot and not look back. “We’ve gone through the worst of it. We can get through this,
too.” Andrei takes the shot, but despite his cool, steely gaze, he is trembling.

December 20th, 1978.

Tensions between Sava and Jacalyn are at an all-time high, the two not even speaking to
each other. While she cooks a nice meal for herself, he grabs a TV dinner and sits down
to the evening news in the den. Making notes while eating, there’s a brief mention of
Jonestown before the news moves onto the new sensation, the Lufthansa Heist.

Marko and his team collect Andrei for the day. Playing nice, they give Emilye cash to go
shopping and congratulate Andrei for never having to go back to the coal mines again. In
a DS office, Andrei is “reintroduced” to his brother. Pictures of his Bay Area house, his
luxury car, excerpts from his radio show. Sava turned his back on Andrei and their
parents, fleeing to the West when the CIA offered him a bigger paycheck. Now he lives
like a king, stirring up the emotions of Americans with lies about his motherland, spitting
on his roots so he can make millions. Andrei is dead quiet – the DS doesn’t seem to be far
off in their assessment.

Part 2 of Sava’s lecture series at the Berkeley campus. Again, he provides commentary to
the video presentation before the packed crowd. Language of the newspapers, refusing to
allude to Jim Jones’ socialist ideology. Jonestown spokesman Paul Prescott Daniels’
escape during the mass “revolutionary suicide”/murder. His incorrect reports of the
aftermath. His past with conspiracy theories, his payments from the KGB to write
propaganda. And despite these glaring facts, the press continues to paint the tragedy as a
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religious cult gone wrong. “The ideology behind Jonestown was that of communism, not
Christianity.”

Tailed by two DS agents, Emilye shops, completely joyless. The DS agents are a bit lax
and Emilye eyes a side door to the shop. She could easily make an escape. She’s tempted,
but she doesn’t make a move.

In the DS office, Andrei is instructed in the ways of poisoning. The attempt on Kostov in
Paris failed because of a mechanical problem, while Markov’s death happened too
quickly. The task will be to live with Sava and poison him slowly, over a matter of weeks
so as not to arouse suspicion. Instead of the poisoned pellet, the method will be dosing a
beverage. Tasteless and odorless, Sava will develop symptoms that seem like the
common flu. After a few weeks, while getting progressively worse, organs will
eventually shut down and a death “of natural causes” will claim him.

Sava fetches tea in the kitchen, taking notice of Jacalyn who delivers hot coffee and
meals to the cold bodyguards outside. Sava returns to the crackling fire in his study and
makes notes as he puts in a call to his London contact. He takes down details of the
poison pellets found in Markov and Kostov, preparing for his next radio segment.

In the DS war room, Marko outlines his plan to get Andrei into the US. To minimize the
debriefing process of the US government and to maximize Sava’s sympathies, the
narrative will be this: “A report goes out in the Bulgarian papers featuring Andrei’s name
and face – along with four others – as those who escaped a Sofia prison. Murderers, they
killed two guards, they’re armed and dangerous, and so on. Then, a few days before
we’re ready to move him, our ‘reporters’ in Rome break a different version. Five political
prisoners escaped, no one was harmed, and two including Andrei slipped across to
Yugoslavia and were smuggled to Italy.” A heated debate ensues between Marko and a
representative of the Propaganda Department. The DS cannot allow a scenario that makes
them look like fools or suggests that the regime oppresses their people for political
purposes. “But this is the only acceptable scenario for Sava and the US government,”
argues Marko. “No, it mocks and criticizes the regime. You must find another way,”
argues the Propaganda Dept. representative. The heated debate ends in a deadlock.

Tucked in on the couch in the den, Sava watches the nightly news, making notes.

Andrei and Emilye hold one another in bed, whispering. It’s an ugly truth, but one they
must face – she’ll be a victim of the DS no matter what happens. She begs him to think of
himself. If he makes it to the States and has the opportunity to flee, he should do so.

In the morning, Marko and his team collect Andrei and force him into their car.
Mysteriously refusing to answer his questions, they drive him to the outskirts of town.

In a cold abandoned warehouse, Marko and his team abuse Andrei while keeping him in
the dark. Andrei swears his loyalty to them, assuring them he’s cooperating every step of
the way, but his pleas fall on deaf ears as they “bring him closer to death.” Threatening
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him with a series of twisted weapons – enough to make anyone’s stomach turn with fear
– they turn vicious dogs loose on him. Forced to defend himself, Andrei wounds one of
the dogs, inspiring Marko to call off the attack. Then, as the last step in this brutal head
game, Marko produces Andrei’s dog Kafo and forces Andrei to slaughter him.

Sava is back at his radio show, enjoying the opportunity to take pot shots against the DS
and blame them for the Markov assassination. They are the petty and paranoid scum of
the earth, trapped in the gears of their corrupt philosophy.

Andrei returns “home” to Emilye. With blood on his hands, he is shattered and shivering,
unable to say a word. Alarmed, she takes him in and cleans him up. When she
understands that Kafo has been slaughtered, however, she breaks down in tears.

January 15th, 1979.

Part 3 of Sava’s lecture series at the Berkeley campus. Again, he provides commentary to
the video presentation before the packed crowd. While Super Bowl XIII is dominating
the news coverage, the Jonestown tragedy is quickly drifting from the minds of the
public. With images of Stalin, Mao and Mussolini, the Iron Curtain and more, shuffled in
with images from a lively Jonestown, Sava points out the striking similarities between
dictatorships and Jonestown. The inhabitants are not free to leave. They are cut off from
communication with the outside world. Their news is filtered through the dictator. They
cannot own any substantial personal property. They are in mortal fear of the dictator's
armed guards and hit squads. They are afraid to express dissatisfaction even privately.

Headlines in the Bulgarian paper, the Rabotnichesko Delo, tell of a brutal prison escape.
Five murderers have killed two prison guards and are on the loose in Bulgaria. Andrei’s
photo is among the escapees.

Emilye wakes early to find Andrei’s side of the bed empty. Searching the empty suite,
she calls his name to no avail. In a mild panic, she finally discovers him in the bathroom,
skittish, contemplating the view out of the window. Was he thinking of jumping?

Marko and his team collect Andrei. They handle him politely, even gently. But in the
basement of a DS building, he is in for another horrific surprise. To “get him used to the
kill”, they’ve arranged for a prisoner to be used as a test subject. Despite Andrei’s
resistance, they present him with a syringe of cyanide and force him to inject the man.
Now armed, however, the unstable Andrei poses a threat to Marko and his team. The DS
agents are on edge, ready to leap into action at any wrong move. Marko draws his gun,
demanding Andrei do as he’s told and kill the prisoner – a man guilty of disgusting
violent crimes. Then, fed up with Andrei’s resistance, Marko shoots the prisoner’s knees,
tortures him. Andrei finally takes pity on the man, leaping on him and injecting him with
the poison to put him out of his misery.

Marko and his team drive Andrei, completely devastated, back “home. He’s practically
catatonic, completely unresponsive to the DS agents. But to their surprise, Andrei bails
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out of the car just after a stoplight and makes a run for it. Marko and his team give chase,
but Andrei slips their grasp and disappears into the snowy streets of Sofia.

Marko is in hot water with his superiors. He’s gone too fast and too far with Andrei, and
unless he finds him and gets the operation back on track, Marko will end up in the coal
mines.

Andrei avoids two police officers and slips into an abandoned building.

While DS agents stay with Emilye and keep an eye out, Marko drives the streets of Sofia,
worried and desperate.

February 22nd, 1979.

Part 4 of Sava’s lecture series. Providing commentary to his video presentation, he tips
his hat to the local press in San Francisco, which inspired the launch of the Jonestown
inquiry in the first place. But post-tragedy, it’s a sad day for journalism when so many
questions have gone unanswered. History will only remember those religious nuts and
their whacko leader. ‘Don’t drink the Kool-Aid,’ now what’s next on the evening news?”

In a small market in Sofia, the Rabotnichesko Delo daily paper bears a headline devoted
to Andrei as one of the escaped convicts “spotted in Sofia”. Andrei comes in from the
cold, suffering, and struggles to act like he belongs as he warms up and looks to steal
some food. The shopkeeper has his eye on him, however, highly suspicious. And to make
matters worse, Andrei spots his picture on the front page of the paper. Though the
shopkeeper has yet to recognize him, he asks him to buy something or leave.

Emilye’s belly is slightly swollen, the first outward sign of her pregnancy. Struggling to
keep from weeping, she cooks a meal for the crew of DS agents who litter the suite.

Andrei suffers outside the market, growing delirious. On impulse, he races back into the
market, grabs what vegetables he can and sprints back out. Despite the shopkeeper’s
screams, Andrei doesn’t look back as he races down the snowy streets.

In his abandoned building, Andrei eats his spoils, shivering. Panicked and frustrated –
how long can he go on like this? – he surveys the neighborhood.

Later, Andrei arrives at a freight train yard. Keeping his eye on the workers, he slips into
the adjoining warehouse. Careful to avoid being spotted, he tears open a burlap bag of
grain with great difficulty on account of his frozen hands.

After months of silence and bitterness towards each other, Jacalyn makes the first move
of reconciliation. Interested in Sava’s upcoming work with the lecture series, he fills her
in on his plans. But it isn’t long before he abandons his work and the two make love.
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Andrei crawls under a parked train. Wrapping his body – and especially his hands – in
shreds of burlap, he pulls himself up into place and holds on. Later, the train pulls out of
the station. But as it gathers steam, images of Emilye haunt Andrei. Try as he might, he
can’t shake them off, and as the train pulls away from Sofia he let’s go. He hits the tracks
hard, screaming in frustration as the train roars over him.

ACT THREE

Outside the Sofia hotel, Andrei tries to signal Emilye through the window. The DS agents
are immediately alerted, inspiring another chase. Andrei – frozen to the bone, underfed
and injured – doesn’t stand a chance and the agents capture him with ease.

Marko is relieved. But his relief is short-lived when Andrei – in no psychological
condition to be able to pull off the assassination – calls him out on the fact that the DS
will never honor their bargain. Andrei and Emilye are doomed, no matter what
assurances they receive. With Andrei all but useless to him in this erratic, broken state,
Marko must plot his next move.

In the DS office, Marko approves the new plan with his superiors. He will go with Andrei
and Emilye both, where he will be introduced as a fellow political prisoner having
escaped with Andrei. When taken under Sava’s wing, Marko will perform the slow
program of poisoning Sava. Andrei and Emilye’s local family members will all be
collateral in no uncertain terms. And of course, if Marko feels his mission is at risk in any
way, he will not hesitate to kill Andrei and Emilye both.

March 3, 1979.

In his study, Sava places a phone call while reading an Italian newspaper fresh from an
airmailed package. He thanks his London contact for sending it and asks him to check
what the Bulgarian press is reporting. The article: Featuring Andrei’s name, the story
details 5 Bulgarian political prisoners having escaped their bonds. Two of them managed
to reunite with one’s fiancé, and all three made it to Trieste and over to Italy.

In Rome, Andrei, Emilye and Marko (going by the name of Venko) enter the Italian
Ministry of the Interior. Each person is subsequently photographed and fingerprinted.
Then, in an empty interrogation room, each takes their turn being interviewed by the
Italian authorities. Emilye attributes her pregnancy to someone she left behind in Sofia.

March 29th, 1979.

In a small Rome apartment, Andrei waits by the phone as Marko and Emilye – her belly
even bigger – return with food. The phone rings and Marko directs Andrei to answer.
Sava’s London contact has tracked him down, indicates that Sava can help. Andrei
speaks of their struggles, their intentions to defect to Canada. The London contact
suggests they come to the U.S., where Sava can help them get on their feet.
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April 2nd, 1979.

The reunion at San Francisco International Airport. With his bodyguards at a distance,
Sava’s heart is bursting as he wraps his arms around Andrei. Taking a moment to
recover, he warmly greets Emilye and “Venko”.

At Sava’s house, Jacalyn shows the guests to their new rooms, made up for them with the
finest they have to offer. Marko is in awe of all the modern American gadgets – the large
TV set, Sava’s computer, etc. Alone in his room, Marko unwraps a small package
containing tiny rolls that resemble curled tea leaves. In the adjoining bathroom, he tests
his contraption – a band-aid on his hand conceals a small slice. With a simple squeeze of
the hand, one of the tiny rolls falls out. He tests it over a glass of water – the roll
dissolving almost instantly. He pours the water out.

Marko joins Sava and Andrei in the den, where the two brothers are enjoying the popular
American drink, hot cocoa, while catching up on their lost decade. In a touching scene,
Sava is grieved by the pain the family has suffered, and explains the fears and motives
behind his defection. Andrei, shaking with emotion, seems to be on the verge of a
breakdown. Marko pats his shoulder “for support”, reminding him of his presence. Marko
remains calm and casual while keeping an eye on Sava’s drink and Andrei’s emotions.

April 20th, 1979.

A placard outside the Wheeler Hall auditorium warns that Sava’s upcoming lecture has
been postponed.

In the living room, Andrei paces about nervously, earning a very dirty look from Marko.
“Go take a walk,” Marko orders. With pent up fury, Andrei marches outside into the cold,
passing Sava’s bodyguards and the truck of an on-call medical service. Emilye watches
him go in concern. In the background, news on the TV reports on the minor story of the
Soviet Sverdlovsk Biowarfare lab Anthrax leak, 66 dead, followed by the amusing major
news event of the day – President Jimmy Carter is attacked by a “swamp rabbit” while
fishing in Georgia.

In his bedroom, Sava is sweaty and ill in bed while a doctor attends, taking a blood
sample. “It’s been a pretty nasty flu season, so I’d rest easy. We’re going to change up
your diet and make sure you get plenty of fluids. I’ll run this through the lab on the slim
chance there’s some kidney damage going on here, but I wouldn’t worry.”

In the kitchen, Jacalyn refills Sava’s teapot. Marko kindly helps her, dosing it when she’s
not looking.

April 25th, 1979.
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Sava’s condition has grown worse, making him pitch and groan in pain in the middle of
the night. Gaunt with worry, Jacalyn stays by his side. But despite his delirium, a terrible
thought dawns on Sava and he asks her to fetch Andrei.

Andrei quietly watches television in the den, unable to sleep. Called on by Jacalyn, he
visits his brother in the quiet household. Sava sits him down, struggles to speak. “How
well do you know your friends?” Andrei’s blood runs cold, hesitates to answer. Sava
grows even more suspicious. “Andrei? How well – it’s very important.” “I’ve been with
Emilye since high school.”

In the hallway, Jacalyn flinches at the sight of Marko in the hall. Marko smiles, feigning
sympathy, though the result is just creepy.

 “Venko,” Sava asks. “How long did you know him in prison?” Andrei hesitates, locks
eyes with his brother. “Sava, there is something I must tell you.” Sava’s eyes flare,
inspiring Andrei to turn. Marko is right there upon them. He puts a firm, commanding
hand on Andrei’s shoulder. “Take his wife downstairs and give her comfort. She’s
scared.” Andrei argues, but Marko pounds him on the face with the butt of his hand, full
of rage but determined to keep quiet. “Go now or I’ll gut your girl, I’ll gut that kid right
out of her belly. Your mother, her parents, everyone you know…” Andrei looks to Sava,
horrified but helpless as he leaves him in the hands of this murderer. Sava struggles to
move but is far too weak. Terror washes across his face as Marko sits down next to him,
happy. “Now now, shhh….” He pulls out the packet of ricin rolls.

Andrei in hallway, wild-eyed, gives Jacalyn more cause for alarm. She starts for Sava’s
door, but Andrei holds her back. “No.” Jacalyn panics. Andrei thinks fast, keeping her
back. “Is there a gun in the house?” Jacalyn doesn’t answer – Andrei is still the enemy.
“Do you have a gun?!” She shakes her head, no. Andrei pulls her to the stairs.
“Downstairs. Go, the kitchen!”

Sava pitches back, trying to push himself off of the bed, but Marko pulls him back with
ease. “Hold still.” He shakes out three ricin rolls into his palm. Gets a hold of Sava’s jaw
with the other hand and pries it open. He drops the ricin into Sava’s mouth.

The stairs – Jacalyn returns with a knife, passes it to Andrei who rushes for Sava’s door.

Marko clamps Sava’s jaw tight, holds him still while Sava struggles. Sava swallows the
ricin. Marko relaxes, sits back. Job well done. From the shadows, Andrei slides in with
the knife, slashing Marko across the throat. Marko shoves Andrei back with brutal force,
holds his throat in shock. It’s bad, but he’s still very much alive. He turns on Andrei,
shocked and furious, descends upon him without the slightest fear. Andrei is petrified but
lets him approach, locking eyes with this beast. Marko makes a grab for him, but Andrei
plunges the knife into his belly. Marko falls to the ground and Andrei kneels down,
finishes the job.
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Jacalyn hits the lights. Andrei – “don’t look!” He nods to Sava. “Get him some water,
make him drink.” Jacalyn rushes for water, returning and forcing Sava to drink. It’s hard,
but Sava puts it down. Andrei leaves Marko’s corpse and tends to his brother. “All down,
all down. Good. Now…” He rolls his brother over on his side, lifts Sava’s hand to his
own mouth. “Fingers down your throat. Get it all up.” To Jacalyn – “more water.”

May 2nd, 1979.

A station co-worker grieves the loss of their host, Sava Kolev. Reports say he has died in
his home of natural causes, apparently of kidney failure after a condition that had gone
untreated and unnoticed. He is survived by his wife. The co-worker gives a brief recount
of Sava’s life history while: Jacalyn and Emilye – now 8 months pregnant – prepare a
meal in a remote cabin in the Colorado Rockies. Back in Sofia, DS superiors are furious
as a report is delivered in their hands – a dossier on Marko Marin, bearing his
photograph (taken from Italy) and marked “DEFECTED TO U.S.”. The station co-
worker continues: “In a statement from Sava Kolev’s publisher, however, work on his
latest book, detailing DS involvement in London’s recent Georgi Markov assassination,
was nearing completion. After a brief consultation with another recently defected
Bulgarian officer, his publisher plans on releasing the book sometime this spring.”

Jacalyn and Emilye serve the table in the spacious cabin. Reveal Andrei and Sava –
looking much better and getting back to his old self – as they sit down to dine.

Andrei welcomes Emilye to the table with a smile, seeming much more himself. He takes
in the gorgeous forest – absent of bodyguards – beyond the window.


